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And for your taste? If you wanna create an indie R&B track, you could layer this G minor 7 chord with the G minor arpeggio at the end. Then add some vocal hook and melody over this. Then you could simply play the chord progression in your keyboard. You can download this sample library for free. Its a single midi file loaded with different arps,
chord progressions, bass lines and even drums. So you can practice the same chord progression in a single song and create variations without spending money. See, download arp-editor now and start producing now. Notice: Please be aware that this will only work with the correct version of a MaxMSP setup. Please read the appropriate tutorial in
case you cannot find a version that is sufficient for you. For example, I do not have the Omnisphere version included in the arp editor. Now you can see why we can just use the F minor pentatonic scale as long as we know a few things. To help you get started, Ive isolated chords and ive included those notes from the F minor pentatonic scale. Now
take a look at the beginning of this sequence. In this case, I used the root position of the chord, which means when Im playing the first chord in a sequence, Im playing the first note of the scale. When Im playing the first chord, I can think in terms of chord tones and ive shown some chord tones that come from the F minor pentatonic scale in the
following list. Note that Im using a dark blue note for chord tones from the F minor pentatonic scale. As you play the first chord, youll notice that there are a ton of chord tones that can be played. Its always a good idea to memorize the pentatonic pattern that fits over the key of your song. In this case, I chose to use the F minor pentatonic and

play the root, add major third, minor third, and minor seventh.
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We can also extend G7 into a G6 chord in F minor with the help of the augmented fourth chord tone (b9) of Fm11 and the supertonic chord tone (a7) of G7. This idea is discussed in the chord progression chart . In Fm11, you can add these extensions to G7 to create the augmented fourth chord: Additionally, you can use the secondary dominant
tone (b3) in Fm11 to slide down to Fm6. This can be used to add some extra suspense into the Fm11 chord, a very important effect. We look at this technique in Key-Driven Progressions . If you start to practice using these chords and techniques and see which ones and combinations work for you, you should feel free to mix and match the

different neo soul chords. Remember that the only way to learn something new is to practice, practice, practice. I encourage you to try this neo soul chord progression and find which neo soul chords you like the most. Step number seven is to choose chords that fit the keys of the scale that you're improvising over. And for example, if Im in the key
of C major, Im going to play chords like this. D minor, F diminished, B major, E minor, and G flat. This is a good list of chords to keep in mind when starting a chord improvisation. Step number eight is to pick notes that sound good together. Remember, using a seventh chord in Bb in the key of C will sound great over a minor chord of the same

name in G minor. Or if Im in the key of C major Im going to play this list of notes. C D E F G Bb. And if I plug those into my piano, they will sound great together. The final step is to choose notes that sound good over the chords that youre improvising on. Remember, using a minor chord in G will sound great over a B diminished chord in B minor.
And if Im in the key of C major Im going to play notes in this list. C D E F G Bb. 5ec8ef588b
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